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Give me Laugh Everyone dreams
Give me Pain When the time is over
Give me High In a world of contraditcion
Give me... Dreams

Give me Laugh A grin
Give me Pain As much as the lies
Give me High No place to go
Give me... Love... 

I cannot reach your love, you cannot reach my love
Even now, see... 
I cannot reach your voice, you cannot reach my voice
Even now, but... 

Give me Laugh As much as we made love
Give me Pain Can I love you? 
Give me High In a world of contraditcion
Give me... I will... 

I cannot reach your love, you cannot reach my love
Even now, see... 
I cannot reach your voice, you cannot reach my voice
Even now, but... 

The time will end, The time will change, Me, you and
now, Like with the flow of time.
The time will stop, Until the end, Let's say good night
whit a kiss to a live with no fire

Give me Laugh
Give me Pain
Give me High

An end begins a trivial matter
It's a time to burn everything
If I could forget you without hesitation... 

You laugh

Solitude laughs as it likes
You laugh, you laugh, you laugh, you look down
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The time is over, the time is over
Sleeping with a kiss to unheated death

I cannot reach your love, you cannot reach my love
Even now, see... 
I cannot reach your voice, you cannot reach my voice
Even now

Dreams has dried up and changed into sand, will my
dream bloom again? 
I cannot remember when I said goodbye, can your
voice be reached to me
But... 

The time will end, The time will change, Me, you and
now, Like the flow of time
The time will stop, Until the the end, Let's say
goodnight whit a kiss to a live with no fire

Give me... When the time is over...
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